NTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL , RIYADH
SUBJECT: ENGLISH

CLASS: I

MID TERM REVISION SHEET-2015-16.
Composition My Hobby.

1.____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
3.____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
4._____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
5._____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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2. Answer these questions.
Q.1 Who is a vet?
Ans.___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Q.2 Are vets afraid of animals?
Ans. _______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Q.3 What do vets learn about?
Ans.___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

3.Make sentences.

a) strong
______________________________________________________________
b) healthy
_____________________________________________________________
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4. Give one word answer.
1) A person who teaches us -_________________________
2) A person who brings letters for us -_____________________
3) A person who drives cars and buses -______________________
4) A person who helps the doctor -__________________________
5) A person who makes clothes -____________________________
6) A person who bakes bread and cakes -________________________
7) A person who flies aeroplanes -_____________________________
8) A person who grows crops like rice -________________________

5. Tick the right answer:
1) Pets are our –
a. animal friends

b. best friends

2) When animals fall sick, we go to –
a. a vet

b. a farmer

3) Vets help animals to be a. strong and healthy
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b. big and tall

6. Read the sentences and circle the correct word:
1. Arun is playing in the garden. He/It is throwing a ball.
2. Hema is sleeping. It/She is tired.
3. The cat drank the milk. She/It was hungry.
4. The dog is in the kennel. It/They is sleeping.
5. Salman, Shiela and Amit are friends. They/He go to the same school.
6. The students visited the zoo. They/It saw many animals and birds.
7. Ravi and Seema are going out. They/He are going by car.
8. The car is parked in the garage. It/They is white in colour.

7. Draw a line from the picture to the right word.
he
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she

it

8. Match the babies with the parent animals.

1.

a. horse
Calf

2.

b. cat
Lamb

3.

c. sheep
Kitten

4.

d. cow
Cub

5.

e lion
Foal
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9. Write the words in the correct columns.
Tiger
Horse

Cow
Parrot

Wild Animals
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Monkey
Duck

Hen
Donkey

Farm Animals

Elephant

Birds

10. Look at the picture. Write sentences about these persons or
things. Remember to begin each sentence with He/She/It or They.

1. Teacher
_____________ teaches.
_____________ tells us stories.
_____________ takes care of us in class.

2. An Apple
____________ is a fruit.
____________ is red.
____________ is very tasty.
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3. A doctor
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

works in a hospital
gives them medicines

helps sick people

4. Birds
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
are sitting on the tree
are happy
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are chirping loudly

11. Complete the riddles with he, she, it and they. Write the
answer in the blank space below the riddles.
a. We use______________

to write.

b.______________ is thin and long.
A ______________ ____

a. ________________are old.
b. ______________ are my father’s parents.
c. _______________ love me a lot.
My __________________

a. ________________________ is a bird.
b. ________________________ is black.
A ________________________
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a. ________________________ is long and thin.
b. ________________________ has hair at one end.
c. We use __________________ to colour pictures.
A ________________________________.

a. __________________________ loves me a lot.
b. __________________________ is my mother’s sister.
My _______________________.
12. Say ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to these sentences.
1. Minnie is a cat. _____________________
2. Minnie is hurt. _____________________
3. Mala takes Minnie to school._____________
4. The vet cleans Minnie’s tail ._______________
5. He puts a bandage on Mala’s leg.______________
6. The bandage is loose._____________________
7. Minnie has a soft bed.____________________
8.Mala drinks warm milk.___________________
{Note:Read comprehension from work book page number 22 and 23.}
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13.Rewrite these sentences using correct pronoun
1. The cat is sleeping.
____________________________________________________________
2. Dubai is a very big city.
____________________________________________________________
3.Saman is eating food.
____________________________________________________________
4.Rafay is my best friend.
____________________________________________________________
5. Sana is a good singer.
____________________________________________________________
6. Dogs bark at night..
____________________________________________________________
7. Salma and Sara are best friend.
____________________________________________________________
8.The book is on the table.
___________________________________________________________
Practise pronoun with different sentences.
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